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Abstract
Real option theory, that can be used for valuing public investments or solve
optimal time schedule problems, is based on the existence of a relevant underlying
security. In many applied works, there is no asset connected with obviousness to
the risk to value and the diculty is to determine such a relevant underlying asset.
In this paper we propose a method for constructing a virtual underlying security as
a portfolio of marketed assets, based on the functional correlation coecient. Then,
we tackle several problems arising in this replication procedure in an empirical
setting.
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Introduction
New theoretical approach to capital investments decisions of rms has been developed in the last
decades answering to the traditional \Net Present Value "limitations. This called Real Options
Theory allows to value some of real assets under uncertainty and is based on the analogy between
a nancial call option and investment opportunity (Myers [18], Kester [16]). It enables to take
into account dynamic of investment decisions, and, particularly, irreversibilities and possibility
to postpone choices. In this regard, it is possible to solve optimal time schedule problems and
projects valuation (Dixit, Pendyck [7], Trigeorgis [22]).
Two techniques have emerged to formalize and solve these problems : dynamic programming and contingent claims valuation. The rst is a general optimization method of an objective
function that re ects decision maker's subjective valuation of risk when the second refers to the
derivative assets pricing by arbitrage. These two approaches lead to very similar stochastic
di erential equations but do not require same assumptions. We are interested in the latter. The
main requirement of contingent claim analysis is that stochastic changes in the assets we are
trying to value must be spanned by existing assets in economy. That means the uncertainty over
the future values of risk can be replicated by existing assets. This assumption of spanning should
hold, by instance, for most commodities, which are traded on both spot and futures market.
Anyway real-options theory was applied to copper mines, oil sinking, etc., for which exists a
relation between a marketed asset and risk to value ( future on copper, on oil1). Nevertheless,
in many application ranges there is no asset connected, with obviousness, to one of the risk to
value. For instance, Cortazar, Schwartz and Salinas[3] are concerned with the optimal environmental investment decision by a copper production rm that is confronted with governmental
regulations. Two stochastic state variables intervene in the maximization program of the mine
economic value : copper, for which exist both spot and future markets, and concentrate copper
for which there is no market of future contracts. The authors assume that concentrate copper
future prices risk can be spanned by existing securities in the economy. A portfolio of traded assets is referred to in order to replicate the future concentrates copper price process. That means
that the portfolio returns are perfectly correlated with those of the concentrate. This portfolio
is assumed to be a perfect hedge for the concentrate prices in absence of a future on concentrate
and can be used in a real option approach to value the producing rm and/or determine an
optimal time schedule. In other words, a deterministic function relating an underlying asset and
an uncertain payo process is sucient to apply derivative asset pricing theory in the spirit of
Black and Scholes [1] and Merton[17]. In applied works, the diculty is to determine such an
underlying asset. In this paper, we tackle several problems arising in this replication procedure
in an empirical setting. We propose an optimization program based on the functional correlation
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coecient (FCC), (see for instance Saporta [19]). Given past series of an asset payo s to be
replicated, and past series of traded asset payo s we construct a portfolio by optimizing the
empirical FCC. This yields at the same time an estimated deterministic function between the
optimal portfolio and the asset payo s.
Obviously, several problems arise, notably: Portfolio composition stability over time. The
portfolio's composition must be checked to be stable over past time periods, with length equal
to the future horizon. Stability is the condition for the portfolio to forecast the future payo s
of the risk over the given time horizon.
Non-unicity of replicating portfolio. The optimal portfolio will depend on a given set of
traded assets. Modifying this set will modify the optimal portfolio although they follow perfectly
correlated stochastic process. The asset market must then be checked to satisfy a non arbitrage
condition.
In section one, we present the model and the procedure steps. Second part concentrates on
the functional correlation coecient and on the optimization method. Finally, in third section
we apply the method on nancial data and deal with the stability problem.

1 The model
Let ( ; F ; P ), be a ltered probability space. Let Z (t); Z~ (t); 0  t  T , be two Brownian
motions on ( ; F ; P ). Let X be the payo process of a non-marketed asset to be valued and let
Y be the payo process of a marketed asset.

1.1 Uncertainty identi cation
In order to satisfy contingent claim analysis assumptions, the stochastic component of X returns
must be replicated by existing assets (same probability law and perfectly correlated).
If we assume the existence of a deterministic function between X and Y at each date, then
X can be considered as a derivative on the underlying Y . Finding such a Y and a deterministic
function is a means to identify the source of uncertainty for X as a marketed one, from there on
real options theory can be applied to X. We consider X and Y price processes, which dynamics
are given by:
dXt = X Xt dt + X Xt dZ~
dYt = Y Yt dt + Y Yt dZ

and Y (0) = y0 2 . dZ and dZ~ are Gauss-Wiener processes increments such as E (dZdZ~ ) = dt
( is constant correlation coecient). We assume X > 0; Y > 0. Our problem is to identify
2
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the Brownian motion generating X process. Alternatively, we look for Y such 8t, there exists a
deterministic function  such as:
ln









Xt+
=  ln YtY+
Xt
t



The latter theorem characterizes a deterministic functional relation between prices (here, between log-prices) using the functional correlation coecient.

Theorem 1.1
dX
X

Let

= X dt + X dZ~

9t; 9 and 9f

dY
Y

and let

= Y dt + Y dZ

,

with constant correlation

.

If

non-degenerated such as:



Xt+
Y
=
f t+
Xt
Yt



j j = 1
Proof: Proof is given in appendix 1.

then

Identifying the source of uncertainty for X amounts to say that the two processes are perfectly
correlated.

1.2 Replication Portfolio
In case where there is no marketed asset Y connected with obviousness to X , we will construct
Y as a portfolio of marketed assets, such that there exists a deterministic function . We
consider prices of N nancial traded assets fX 1 ; :::; X N g evolving according geometric Brownian
processes:
dXti = i Xti dt + i Xti dZi

where i are instantaneous trends, i are standard deviations and dZi are increments to GaussWiener processes such as E (dZi dZj ) = ij dt. With these assumptions the prices Xti are lognormally distributed and ln Xti , has a conditional normal distribution with conditional mean and
variance :
E0 (ln Xti ) = ln X0i + (i ; 21 i2 )t
V0 (ln Xti ) = i2 t




We note Rit = ln XXti;t 1 the continuously compounded return of asset i at time t, that follows
a conditional normal distribution with conditional mean and variance proportional to the length
of the period.
To answer our replication problem, we construct:
i

RY t =

N
X
i=1
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i Rit

P
with Ni=1 i = 1. such that 9 that satis es:

RXt = (RY t )

where RXt is the continuously compounded returns of the non marketed asset X .
RY t has a conditional normal distribution, and we can write 3 :
dYt = Y Yt dt + Y Yt dZ

Using the latter theorem we know that Y returns are perfectly correlated with those of X .
So, Y allows the identi cation of the non-marketed security uncertainty; X is well de ned and
we can use this process in order to solve optimal time problems.

1.3 Risk neutral valuation
This relation between the continuously compounded returns of X and Y is equivalent to the
existence of a deterministic function such that X = (Y ). X is de ned as a derivative on
the virtual underlying Y , and the functional relation can be estimated using the constructed
portfolio, as we will see in section 3. So X can be valued following derivative securities risk
neutral valuation (Cox, Ross [4] and Harrison, Kreps [13]).
For this purpose we need Y risk-neutral process. Using standard arbitrage arguments, we
nd the market price of risk  = YY;r and under the risk-neutral measure P  , Yt is given by
the equation :
8
>
>
<
>
>
:

dYt = rYt dt + Y Yt [ YY;r dt + dZ ]
= rYt dt + Y Yt dZ 
Y (0) = Y0

where Z  is a brownian motion under P , and r is the riskless continuously compounded interest
rate (assumed to be constant). Now, the value of the derivative security X must be the expected
value, under the risk-neutral measure, of its payo s discounted to the valuation date at the riskfree rate.
We must now determine the function  such that RXt = (RY t ). Existence of a deterministic
function ' is characterized by F CC = 1.

2 Functional correlation coecient
can be described using correlation matrix  and independent Brownian motions (Karatzas,
Shreve [14]). This process parameters can be explicitly calculated
3

Y dZ
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Suppose we observe n realizations of two random variables X and Y . We have a sample of
n independent pairs (Xi ; Yi ), distributed according to the joint distribution of (X; Y ). The
existence of any functional relation is given by a ratio of correlation (functional) of Y in X equal
to 1. The FCC is de ned by:
Y2 jX =

V (E (Y jX ))
V (Y )

FCC takes values in [0; 1] ; and Y2 jX = 1 is equivalent to the existence of a deterministic
function f so that Y = f (X ) almost surely (Saporta [19]). To construct an empirical version
of Y2 jX ; in the case where X and Y are continuous, one only has to estimate, in a rst step,
conditional expectations i.e. regressions g (X ) def
= E (Y jX ) . The construction proposed here
uses a non-parametric method, whose principle is brie y described in appendix 1. It is based
on the orthogonal functions method. From values of estimator gbn at observed points Xi , we can
de ne the empirical correlation ratio:
1 Pn ;g^n (Xi ) ; g^2
i=1
emp = 1 Pn ;
 2
n i=1 Yi ; Y
P
P
where gb = n1 ni=1 g^n (Xi ) et Y = n1 ni=1 Yi
2

n

To answer to the problem of construction of an underlying asset, we suppose implicitly the
existence of a functional relation between the geometric returns of X0 , given by R0t , and the
geometric returns of an \optimal "portfolio constituted of assets available on the market. Then
P
we can construct portfolio Y whose returns are given by RY = j 2J j Rj ; in maximizing the
correlation ratio between RY and R0 :
R2 Y jR0 =

V (E (RY jR0))
V (RY )

It is written as a ratio of two quadratic functions in j :
2

RY jR0

=

P

P

k cov (E (Rj jR0 ) ; E (Rk jR0 ))
j 2J P
k2J jP
j 2J k2J j k cov (Rj ; Rk )

In practice, optimal portfolio will be calculated from data by maximizing with regard to
P
j (under constraint j 2J j = 1) empirical version of coecient R2 Y jR0 . Co-variances of
numerator are valued from regressions estimated by the method describe above:
2 =
emp

M2 0 ; (a2 )2
M1 0 ; (a1 )2

with notations:
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(2.1)





M1 = T1 PTt=1 RjtRkt j;k2J


M2 = T1 PTt=1 gbj (R0t ) bgk (R0t ) j;k2J

 = (j )j 2J

a1 = T1 PTt=1 Rjt j2J


a2 = T1 PTt=1 bgj (R0t ) j2J
where gbj is orthogonal functions estimator of regression gj (R0 ) = E (Rj jR0 ) :
With this optimal portfolio, the function  so that R0t = ' (RY t ) + "t can be estimated with

the same non-parametric method.
In practice, we shall construct a portfolio of traded assets Y such there exists a deterministic
function between R0 and RY , by optimizing the FCC.

3 Empirical Procedure
The aim of this section is to frame and to establish reliability degree of the proposed optimization
method. We construct a virtual underlying portfolio for nancial real data and estimate the
functional relation between returns and then between prices. We study problem of the portfolio
composition stability over time.

3.1 Real nancial data
We consider spot prices of N nancial traded assets fX 1 ; :::; X N g. We assume they follow
Brownian processes:
dX i
= i dt + i dZi
Xi
where i are the instantaneous trends, i are the standard deviations and dzi are increments to
Gauss-Wiener processes with correlation matrix . We want to check our method on a traded
asset X which plays the role of the asset to be valued.

Data are constituted by monthly returns of 30 nancial assets of CAC 40, observed the rst
of each month, for which complete series are available. We work with the logarithm of these
returns. Observation period is from 01/01/1989 to 01/09/1998, corresponding to a size samples
of T = 117. We note Rit the geometric return of asset i at time t. For a xed stock i0 , we want
to determine, using the other 29 assets, the optimal portfolio whose geometric return is given
P
by RY  = j 6=io j Rj , such that :
(j )j 2J = max (R2 Y jRi0 )
(j )j2J

6

P

(with j 6=io j = 1).
These methods can be applied to i.i.d data, so a non-correlation test has been made for the
30 series. The values of empirical auto-correlation to the rank 20 and the corresponding values
of Ljung-Box statistic show that the non-correlation hypothesis is not rejected at the threshold
of 5% for 24 of the 30 series. We also test normality of series by the Bera Jarque statistic.

3.1.1 Optimization results
In a rst step, we optimize the FCC, Y  jRi0 , between the geometric returns
of an asset Xi0
 
and those of the portfolio. We obtain the optimal portfolio's coecients j j 2J . We can also
determine the deterministic function f such as RY t = f^(Ri0 t )+ t . But we want to estimate the
function ^ such as Ri0 t = ^(RY  t )+ t . So, the second step of this method consists in calculating
the FCC Ri0 jRY  , and estimate the functional relation ^ by the same non-parametric method.
In order to valuate this method we estimate the asset returns using the CAPM formula, and
compare the quadratic errors of estimation obtained with these two methods.
We replicate all of the 30 assets available. To implement the maximization of the empirical
coecient, we used Matlab 5.2.0, with optimization Toolbox version 1.5.2. Note that during the
application on real data, convergence of the algorithm was not reached in all cases.
Next table gives the quadratic error of estimation between the asset we want to replicate
and the function of the optimal portfolio. The error using the FCC is given by :
T
X
1
EQ (i) =
(Rjt ; ^j (RYt ))2
T
t=1

2 and ^j is the estimate regression function
where RY  is the optimal portfolio that maximizes emp
of Rj on RY  .
The quadratic error for the CAPM is :
EQCAPM (j ) =

T
1X
[Rjt ; j RCAC;t ; r0 (1 ; j )]2
T
t=1

where:
- j is the \b^eta" of the asset j; that means sensitivity of the asset risk j to the CAC40 one;
- (RCAC 40;t )t=1;T is the CAC40 rates of return vector;
Q
- (1 + r0 )T = Tt=1 (1 + rt ) ; where rt is the Banque de France monthly call for tender rate
at time t ;
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j

1
2
3
5
6
8
12
14
16
17

EQ

0.0044
0.0016

0.0037
0.0056
0.0036

0.0047
0.0022
0.0041
0.0019
0.0022

EQCAPM

j

0.0023
0.0018
0.0027
0.0036
0.0037
0.0041
0.0029
0.0047
0.0036
0.0029

18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
30

EQ

0.0025
0.0022
0.0058

0.0066
0.0018
0.0014

0.0026
0.0015
0.0016

0.0065

EQCAPM

0.0014
0.0033
0.0059
0.0064
0.0027
0.0027
0.0017
0.0021
0.0026
0.0025

Mean Quadratic Errors

Mean quadratic error for FCC is often smaller than the CAPM one. And the two errors are
of the same range.
We present graphic results of the optimal portfolio for two assets corresponding to i0 = 24
(CCF) and i0 = 26 (Vivendi), for which the emp is respectively 0.79 and 0.85. Next gures
present, in each case, graph of geometric returns of (RY  ) (dotted line) and Ri0 (solid line).
Application of this method on the same data set, with suppressing assets (six of them) having
the highest partial auto-correlation, did not change the results signi cantly.
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Figure 1: Comparison between (RY  ) and R24
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Figure 2: Comparison between (RY  ) and R26
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3.1.2 Stability over time
We have tested the stability of the method over time as an indicator of its forecast power.
The initial period of observation f1; :::; T g has been divided in two sub-periods, the rst for
estimation and the second for forecast. Our method has been applied on data corresponding to
the period f1; :::; T ; T0 g ; with T0 2 f6; 12; 24g : In this way, a number
T of months has been
  0

suppressed in each sample (Rjt )j to calculate the optimal portfolio j j 2J : Then, forecasts of
the portfolio rate of returns during period fT ; T0 + 1; :::; T g have been calculated according to
the calculated coecients j and observed values Rjt . We compare this method with CAPM
forecast, where the beta coecients are estimated on the rst period.
Next table gives the mean quadratic error of forecasts calculated with FCC and CAPM, for
the two previous assets corresponding to i0 = 24 and i0 = 26, for horizon time T0 = 6; 12 and
24 months.
T0 EQFFCC EQFCAPM

6 0.0028
0.0049
i0 = 24 12 0.0030
0.0046
24 0.0050
0.0127
6 0.00139
0.0050
i0 = 26 12 0.0064
0.0059
24 0.0079
0.0065
Mean quadratic error of forecast

As for estimation error, the two methods forecast errors are comparable. But the FCC
method is based on the functional relation between the asset we want to replicate and a portfolio.
By construction of this portfolio, there is a relation and we can write it explicitly. On the
contrary, the CAPM is based on the covariance between the asset and a market portfolio. In
our example the market portfolio is the CAC 40, and the asset belongs to the CAC 40 's base.
It is also obvious that the correlation with this index is di erent from zero and that some of the
risk of the asset is explained by the market portfolio. In case we are interested in, where the
asset is not a nancial asset, this correlation is no more evident.
Moreover, the FCC method allows us to have a good t of the asset process and we can
deduce a relationship between prices.

3.1.3 Estimation of the functional relation between prices
P

In last sections we have constructed a portfolio RY  = i i RXi such as RX = (RY  ). We can
deduce that :
N
Y
Y
(Xti )i
Yt = QN 0 i 
i
(
X
)
i=1 0 i=1
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Figure 3: Comparison between ^(Y ) and X24
we obtain prices of replication portfolio at each date, for every replicated asset. Using the same
method of FCC, we can estimate a function ^ such as:
Xi0 = ^(Y  ) + 

.

Next gures present results for the two previous assets, i0 = 24 and i0 = 26. We can observe
that estimation of the prices are good t of the real values, and values of Y2 jX are respectively
0.9563 and 0.78.
This function will be use to solve valuation problem in the real options framework.
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Conclusion
Applications of real-options theory, beside standard case, come up against the question of choice
of the traded underlying asset. To answer to this question, using an optimization procedure, we
proposed a method based on statistical data. We have constructed a portfolio of traded assets
perfectly correlated with the non marketed asset X , and such that X is de ned as a derivative
of the portfolio. This portfolio can be used for making a hedging strategy, short term forecasting
or valuing the asset. To extend the result, we have to look at the sensitivity of the construction
to the asset basis, and a way to select relevant assets in regard of the correlations. Our current
work is to test this method on real data, more precisely on french unemployment allocation
data.
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Appendix 1
Proof:

1 2
Xt+
=
eX (Z~t+ ;Z~t); 2 X +X 
Xt


1
= f eY (Zt+ ;Zt); 2 Y2 +Y 

) Z~t+ ; Z~t = '(Zt+ ; Zt)
We can write4:
p

Z~t+ ; Z~t = (Zt+ ; Zt ) + (1 ; 2 )(Zt?+ ; Zt?)

If jj 6= 1,

) (Zt?+ ; Zt?) = (Zt+ ; Zt)
E ((Zt?+ ; Zt?)j(Zt+ ; Zt )) = const:

)  constant:
) contradiction

Appendix 2
Let Z; Z~ , two brownian motions with correlation ~. We can write:
Z~t =

such as Mt ?Z . So,

Z

t =< Z~t >=

=
i.e:

4

t

0

Z~t =

~2s ds +
Z

t

0

~s dZs + Mt

0

Mt =

Z

t

Z

Z

t

s dZs?:

0
Z

t

t

0

~2s ds+ < M >t

2 ds ) ~2 + 2 = 1
s
s
s

0

s dZs +

Z

tp

0

see appendix 2
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(1 ; 2s )dZs?

Appendix 3
Orthogonal functions method for regression estimation
We suppose regression function g (x) def
= E(Y jX = x) is square-integrable on support X
of X and we will x an orthonormed base enj j 1 in L2 (X ). Then, g can be \decomposed"
according to this base in a convergent series form, in the L2 (X ) meaning:
g=

1
X
j =1

cj ej ; with cj =

Z

X

g (x) ej (x) dx:
P

The estimator of g is constructed from an rank q approximation of this series, qj=1 cj ej ;
whose coecients are estimated from sample, by least squares method, i.e. by minimizing the
quadratic error:
;

n 0

c^n1 ; :::; c^q = arg minaj

n
X
i=1

2
4Yi

;

q
X
j =1

32

aj ej (Xi )5 :

From which esimator named of type \orthogonal functions series":
g^n (x) =

q
X
j =1

c^nj ej (Xi ) :

(3.1)

The number of terms q represents \smoothing parameter" of the method. In practice, it can
be calculated from the sample by a cross-validation method.
As example of orthonormed bases on X = [;1; 1] 5 ; we can cite the base of Legendre polynomials or the one constituted by trigonometric functions (see for example Eubank [9] or Delecroix
and Protopopescu [6] for more details concerning this method).
To correct brim e ect due to periodic characteristic of trigonometric functions, one can
wish to add to the series (3.1) some polynomial terms (see Eubank et Speckman [10]). The
estimator obtained will be based on family of polynomial-trigonometric functions. In practice,
it is sucient to add two terms, the functions x and x2 :
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